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125 KW SPACE STATION
(Lunar Observatory Accomodation)
(75 _ PV +,50KW SD)
(NASA TM-4750)
\
• Hangar On TransverseBoom
a Fuel Storage On Boom
• Additional HAB Module
• Additional Power (SO's)
LASER-BEAMED POWER VS. CONVENTIONAL POWER
Conventional Technologie_
• Photovolaticpower generators(includingbatteries)and mass and produce atmospheric drag.
Thisdrag requiresspace stationtobe reboosted.
• SolarDynam/c power generatorsproduce lessatmospheric drag thanPV.
• Remove conventionalpower generatorsand do not carrytoLEO reboostfuel.
• Placelaserconverter,radiatorand batterieson space station.
• Provide laserpower.
* Sinceearth-to-orbitlaunch isvery costly($/Kg),we willcompare power optionsin terms of
totalmass takenover 10 yearsto LEO (TMLEO/IO yrs.)to meet the space station'spower
requirements.
Comparison
• Isbeamed power (a)betterthan conventional,(b)competitive,or (c)not competitive?
• Ifbeamed power isbetter,we willknow what could have been gained ifthe technologyhad
been developed earlier.
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rSPACE STATION POWER SYSTEM MASSES
(10 years, on-board power generation)
. All Photovoltaic Power
Pss I (N) = N * 75: KWe
M 1 = N * M (75 KW PV) + M (FUEL1): Kg
, 75 KW PV + Solar Dynamic
Pss 2 (N) = 75 + N * 25: KWe
M 2 (NO = M (75 KW PV) + N * M (25 KW SD) + M (FUEL 2): Kg
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SpaceStation Power SystemMasses
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SPACE STATION POWERED BY 
SOLAR-PUMPED LASER 
PRELIMINARY CONCEPT STUDY 
OF 
BEAMED TO SPACE STATION 
SOLAR-PUMPED LASER POWER 
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LASER PHOTOVOLTAIC CONVERSION SYSTEM
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• Laser Power Slatlon
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A Laser Supported Space Station Conceot
Laser Power
Receiver
Radiator
Modules
Experiments
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• ' SUM-MARY
,_:_ "_ ),.. %'_,_ , , _ _..._
.£61ar-pumped laser-beamed power:
-._ ,.Lighter than photovoltaic for power requirements of 150 IC_e and abovej _.
.3 _ • ,
_t _0mpetitive with combined photovoltaic/solar-dynamic over the entire power
range investigated.
._,Space Station supported by laser-beamed power:
32an be a lower-g facility (reduced drag) than with PV or PV + SD power'
.._ ,M_s greater freedom of orientation (small receiver moves rather than large arrays
or concentrators))' _---_J
j_ ..Requires less structure (arrays, alpha joints, booms) permitting easier control and
fewer vibrational modes.
J
I
Laser power beaming offers a revolutionary concept for
planing, designing, and powering large orbiting spacecraft.
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